
Minnesota Two Spirit Society Board of Directors Meeting
Saturday, November 22, 2014

Cafe SouthSide, 3405 Chicago Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN

Meeting called to order at 1:25 p.m.
Members Present: Reva D'Nova; Justin Grey Day; Lenny Hayes; Donald Whipple Fox; Alfred 
Walking Bull.
Absent: Jase Roe
Late: Deb Williams

Agenda
Jacie Poitra
Lenny Hayes explained the struggles and challenges of the MN2SS and the old holiday parties. Jacie 
Poitra works for MUID and contracted through OIC. MUID has money that it needs to utilize for 2014 
and asked how much it would cost to have a holiday party. Lenny estimated at least $1,000.

Jacie: it has to be community events that are going on. We don't have an unlimited budget but a 
decent amount. Her job lately is to find organizations that are doing community events. DIW does its 
holiday baskets, so MUID is giving to them; thanksgiving powwow; need to know how much money 
before Dec. 1 for disbursement. 

Reva reviewed old paperwork, the party was just under $500 two years ago. 
Lenny said that Roxanne Anderson is donating the space.
Two Spirit families that participated in 2012: 10 families.
Jacie wants to know what it is we want to do.
Reva said we can put together an itemized list. Jacie said that it doesn't have to be very detailed.

MUID needs it by December 1.
Jacie said that when MUID does this, they give a report to the city, she would like to see a 

presentation for the report. 
Lenny will start attending MUID meetings to increase inclusion of Two Spirit people. Lenny 

will email details to Jacie. 
Contact info: Jacie Poitra, 763-458-2669

The date decided upon was Dec. 20, 1-5 or 12:4
Reva will contact DIW about reserving space. 
Lenny moved to apply for funding for a holiday party, Reva second. Discussion: event will be 

from noon to 4 p.m., Alfred will do fliers. Post to MUID, MINN-IND; Yes: 6; Nay: 0; Abstentions: 0.

Deb Williams entered at 1:30 p.m.

NEW BUSINESS
Filing Status

Sandy White Hawk has volunteered to assist the MN2SS with filing status with the State of 
Minnesota.

Alfred presented a folder with resources and form examples of the next steps of the filing 
process.

Justin said that he talked to Jay BHB about legal assistance; he knows some people that we can 
use. 

We are waiting to talk to Jay about taking us on as a fiscal agent. We have money that we need 
to access through this transition period.

Deb asked if anyone received a call from Mill City School. It's a new charter school that is 
interested in Indigenous issues and Two Spirit identity. They may want a speaker. Deb will follow up 
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on it. 

Potential New Board Members 
Lenny and Reva suggested Sid Bean, Sandy White Hawk and Naida Medicine Crow as future 

MN2SS board members. Don suggested that Reva keeps track of a list of potential board members.  
Don suggested putting potential board members on an ad hoc committee to help involve potential.

Deb suggested that we decide what our board is going to do and be responsible for. There are a 
lot of different models for what the board members are.

Don is advocating for a volunteer base and process for committee structure for the Two Spirit 
Society. It will be an opportunity to recruit.

Reva suggested we review packets and come back with our structure and define our roles.
Guidance: Don suggested that this is a working board right now and not a governing board. 

Right now, we're doing everything. Can't do nuts and bolts.
Deb said that it's important to get on the agenda, triage and prioritize. Important to manage time.

Don said that we can do this as a group, and come back with an agenda for the next meeting.
Reva moved to review packets and come back with our structure and define our roles, Don 

second. Discussion. Yea: 6; Nay: 0; Abstentions: 0.

Logo and Branding 
Discussion on logo and branding. Justin suggested Ashley Fairbanks and Lucy Skjefje be contacted 
about helping to develop branding for the society. 

Discussion
Lenny is talking with Susan Raffold. They are working with individuals who are working on their 
Native identity. Discussion on Native identity.

Reva reminded us that Richard LaFortune had applied for grants in the name of the MN2SS and used it
personally. Alfred will list the current board on the new Web site and the Facebook page, once given 
access.

Reva motioned to adjourned, Lenny second; Yeas: 6; Nays: 0; Abstentions: 0.

Adjourned at 3:30 p.m.
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